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Serial Chiller’s debut EP, When It’s Party Time is a collection of beer soaked, anxiety driven 
anthems. Cracking with the distorted pressures of daily life, each track bursts with a frantic 
energy, frustrated by the cult of helplessness that shadows the UK. It is a snapshot in time, 
glanced at through the broken window of a student home. Composure walks blindly into 
nothingness and uncertainty, revealing it’s isolation through lone vocals on harsh bass. Kick 
That Body rallies against an apathetic music scene with pulsating drums and a paranoid voice 
that snarls until it’s climactic end.  
 
Recorded in Ijland Studios in Amsterdam, it breathes the lofi grit of the cities ever growing 
scene. Set to be released via Six Def Records on the 27th March and available across all 
platforms.  
 
 
 
 



NO FUN 
 
The first single taken from When It’s Party Time, is No Fun. Asking the central question, ‘do we 
have fun anymore?’ through clattering guitars, fuzz and an attention span unable to sit through 
the latest Bladerunner, it watches as wine bottles get emptied, cigarettes get smoked and life 
gets lived. Agitated in the corner it declares itself unable to conform to a culture of hedonism in 
a time of austerity.  
 
The video takes you on a cut and paste tour of Amsterdam, avoiding all popular attractions for 
aimless walking, scraping together food and nights in the studio. Like the song itself, it searches 
for meaning in a world that moves at hyperspeed.  
 
LINK: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UeEIktIqH_8 
 

NUMB 
 

 
 
The second single, Numb sees Serial Chiller establish themselves as a band wound tight by the 
pressure to conform, exploding uncontrollably with a pessimistic, dead-pan anger.  
 
Nervously twitching amongst the crowds of people drowning their week at work in cheap lager 
and menthol cigarettes, Numb finds itself trapped outside of the cycle, looking in after taking a 
brutal fall off the hamster wheel. Booze doesn’t help. The most mundane of escapes are 
meaningless, ineffective wastes. There is no fix from the mindlessness of modern society. It 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UeEIktIqH_8


scraps with itself in the form of angular guitars and shouted slogans, before bursting into a 
chorus that declares an inability to distinguish anxiety from boredom. The song fights to be 
heard in a climax of frustration and distortion, because it would fall apart if it didn’t. 
 
The video, shot by Josh Moore and Mick Sanders, takes the viewer on a journey through the 
dashboard camera of a HotWheels car. Skidding along unwashed dishes, empty crisp packets 
and bottles, it travels with the same velocity as the song itself. 
 
Recently played on Huw Stephens’ BBC Introducing show on Radio One. 
 
LINK: https://youtu.be/vM2Y2l07X20  
 
Socials: @serialchillerband 

https://youtu.be/vM2Y2l07X20

